Basic Studies Software:

Ed Activities
folder w/ variety of practice math/writing lessons
Mouse Practice
Web site for mousing skills
Reading Plus
Version 2.5.126
Paragraph Punch
Version 8.4 by Merit Software
Ultra Key
Typing tutor
Learning English Electronically
Triple Play Plus
By Playing with Language Series
Skill Bank 4
By Skills-bank Corp
Turbo Math Facts
By Nordic Software
MHGED
Version 1.6 by McGraw Hill Interactive GED
MS Word
MS Excel
CPI English Learning Center
Chabner Short Course Medical Terminology
Oxford Picture Dictionary
Pronunciation Power I and II
Focus On Grammar
V2.5
Human Anatomy
By NeoSci
Mavis Beacon Typing Tutor
Side by Side
Version 1A, 1B, 2A, 2B
Algebra 1
Nursing Assistant CD
Essentials of Medical Terminology CD
Rosetta Stone English 1
Inspiration
Pre-writing planning tool
Interchange CD